As an APA member, your input is critical in determining the association’s legislative priorities for upcoming sessions. Please take a moment and tell us what you want to see APA work on the most.

Please rank the following with 1 being your highest priority:

_____ Ban mandatory Mail-Order Pharmacy

_____ Restructure State Board of Health to include additional healthcare providers such as pharmacists.

_____ Provide scholarship or tax credit for pharmacists who are willing to practice in underserved or rural areas of the state.

_____ Collaborative Practice – Authorize pharmacists to enter into collaborative practice agreements with physicians.

_____ Provision that a pharmacy can’t be required to accept reimbursement below cost and that patients can be informed of cost without insurance.

_____ PBM Audit Practices

_____ Pharmacy Business License Fee - Prohibit municipalities from including prescription sales in the calculation of pharmacy business license fees.

_____ Other

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________________ Phone: ______________________

Return completed surveys to APA via mail, email to Ljones@aparx.org or by fax to 334-271-5423.